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Bridging the gender pensions gap
Women left with half the pension pot, no matter the job

work in, new research has highlighted[1]

The gender pension gap is the percentage difference
pension contributions[4]

GENDER CONFIDENCE GAP

LONG-TERM FINANCIAL IMPACT
The research found that every single industry in
sectors were found to have the largest gender
women are likely to live four years longer than
men, this issue deepens as they need to have

industries for female employment – healthcare,
pharmaceuticals and senior care[3]

who have taken a career break were not aware

LOWER PENSIONS
CONTRIBUTIONS

THREE KEY INDUSTRIES

There are many reasons for the gender pensions gap,
ranging from women holding fewer senior positions
and being paid less, resulting in lower pensions
contributions, to the fact they are more likely to

According to the research, the gender pensions
gap exists regardless of average pay across

their pension, compared to almost half (48%) of men

While many factors behind the gender
pension gap are out of most people’s
control, there are some actions you can
take to help reduce it:
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•

[3] According to the ratio of female members across the
interest remains hugely underrated and
poorly understood by both some men

•
consolidating your pots will bring
•

career gaps and work part-time – this can
impact their ability to save consistently for
concerned about your retirement plans and
would like to review your pension options,

•
• Talk through your pension planning with
Source data:
[1] The analysis is based on LGIM’s proprietary data on
•
provision the customers may have elsewhere.
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